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Abstract. In our article we explore the developmental paradox of false belief understanding. This paradox
follows from the claim that young infants already have an ‘implicit’ notion of false belief, despite the fact
that they consistently fail tests assessing ‘explicit’ forms of false belief understanding. First, we argue that
recent dual-system proposals to solve this paradox are unsatisfactory because they either lack the
conceptual resources to deal with the differences between implicit and explicit false belief understanding,
or ignore questions about system interaction. Second, we discuss a number of problems dual-system
approaches have to address in order to account for the development of false belief understanding, and
propose a model that combines a layered model of perspective taking with an inhibition-selectionrepresentation mechanism operating on different levels.
Keywords: Theory of Mind, False Belief Task, implicit false belief understanding, shared representations,
decoupling

1.

Introduction

In our everyday social interactions we frequently attribute mental states (e.g., beliefs, desires) to others in
order to predict or explain their behavior. For example, if Mini knows that Maxi wants the chocolate, and
she also knows that Maxi believes the chocolate is in the blue cupboard, she can predict that Maxi will
search for the chocolate in the blue cupboard. This works equally well if Mini wants to explain Maxi’s
behavior: Maxi’s searches in the blue cupboard, because he wants the chocolate and believes the
chocolate is in the blue cupboard. It is generally accepted that this capacity is enabled by a Theory of
Mind (e.g., Perner 1991, Baron-Cohen 1995, Leslie 2000).
Over the last couple of decades, most research in Theory of Mind has focused on the
development of false belief understanding. In order to test whether Mini truly understand Maxi’s behavior
from his point of view, we need to make sure that she does not simply attribute to Maxi her own belief
about the location of the chocolate. The False Belief Test (FBT) has been specifically designed to solve
this problem by introducing a condition in which the protagonist has a false belief about some state of
affairs in the world (usually the location of an object).
In ‘explicit’ (i.e., verbal) versions of this test, children are asked a direct question about the
protagonist’s false belief. In the ‘unexpected location’ FBT (Wimmer & Perner 1983, Baron-Cohen et al.
1985), for example, children observe a protagonist who sees an object being placed in a certain location.
Then the protagonist leaves, and the object is moved to another location. When the protagonist returns,
he mistakenly believes the object is still in its initial location. At this point, the children are asked to predict
where the protagonist will look for the object.

Test results show that 3-year-olds typically give a wrong answer to this question, while four-yearolds answer correctly. Findings on other explicit FBTs, such as the ‘unexpected identity’ task (Perner et
al. 1987; Moses & Flavell 1990; Wellman 1990), confirm this picture. Many researchers have therefore
concluded that false belief understanding does not emerge until four years (Flavell 2004, Sodian 2005;
see Wellman 2002 for a review, and Wellman et al. 2001 for a meta-analysis).
Recently, however, this conclusion has been challenged on the basis of findings on so-called
‘implicit’ false belief understanding. Studies based on ‘violation of expectation’ and ‘anticipatory looking’
paradigms have claimed that implicit false belief understanding is already present at a considerably
earlier age, in 25-month-olds (Southgate et al. 2007), 15-month-olds (Onishi & Baillargeon 2005), and
even 13-month-olds (Surian et al. 2007). These findings give rise to a very interesting and widely debated
‘developmental paradox’: if young infants already understand false belief, as the above studies seem to
suggest, then why do they fail the explicit FBT?
Our aim in this article is to propose a model that allows us to account for both implicit and explicit
forms of false belief understanding and to shed new light on the developmental paradox. We start by
discussing a number of important studies on implicit false belief understanding (section two). Next, we
evaluate two recent dual-system accounts of the developmental paradox (Apperly & Butterfill 2009;
Baillargeon et al. 2010) in section three. We argue that both accounts fail to solve the developmental
paradox because they either lack the conceptual resources to deal with the differences between implicit
and explicit forms of false belief understanding, or ignore questions about the interaction between the two
systems. In section four, we discuss a number of problems dual-system approaches have to address in
order to account for the development of false belief understanding. Section five puts forward a model
combining a layered model of perspective taking with an inhibition-selection-representation mechanism
that operates on different levels.

2.

Implicit False Belief Understanding

The explicit FBT places rather strong demands on children’s other cognitive capacities (Bloom & German
2000, Carlson & Moses 2001). Studies on implicit false belief understanding are designed in a way as to
reduce these demands in order to see whether children might be capable of false belief understanding at
an earlier age. In the implicit FBT, infants no longer have to give an explicit answer to a question about
the protagonist’s belief. Instead, their understanding of false belief is inferred from the behavior they
spontaneously produce (cf. Baillargeon et al. 2010).
Clements & Perner (1994) already showed that linguistic competence is responsible for at least
some of the difficulties infants have with the explicit FBT vis-à-vis its implicit counterpart. They adapted an
early version of the ‘anticipatory looking’ paradigm, which is used to test whether children are able to
visually anticipate where another agent will search for an object, given his false belief about its location. In
their experiment, Clements & Perner (1994) asked children to watch how the protagonist, a mouse called
Sam, stored an object in a box in front of one of two mouse holes. While Sam is asleep, the object is
moved to a different box in front of the other mouse hole. The experimenters monitored where the
children were looking in anticipation of Sam’s reappearance, given his false belief about the object’s
location. They contrasted this spontaneous behavior with the explicit answers children gave to the
question where Sam would look for the object.
Clements & Perner (1994) found that 3-year-olds looked at the initial (correct) location when
anticipating Sam’s return, even when they explicitly made the incorrect claim that he would go to the
second location. They labeled this early manifestation of false belief understanding ‘implicit’, because the
participating children were not explicitly aware of the knowledge conveyed in their correct eye gaze.
Importantly, the researchers found no sign of implicit false belief understanding in 2-year-old children (cf.
Perner & Clements 2000, Clements & Perner 2001, Ruffman et al. 2001, Garnham & Perner 2001).

However, recent studies on implicit false belief understanding challenge the assumption that infants
under three do not understand false belief. Onishi & Baillargeon (2005), for example, used a ‘violation-ofexpectation’ FBT to investigate whether children would look reliably longer when agents act in a manner
that is inconsistent with their false beliefs. In the experiment, 15-month-old infants were familiarized with a
protagonist hiding a toy in one of two locations. The protagonist left, and the toy was moved without his
knowledge. Then the infants were shown scenes of the protagonist searching for the hidden toy, either
where he falsely believes it to be, or where it was actually located. Onishi & Baillargeon (2005) found that
infants looked significantly longer at those scenes in which the protagonist searched at the correct
location despite their false belief about where the toy was hidden. Follow-up experiments have shown
similar results in even younger infants of thirteen months (Surian et al. 2007).
These findings contradict the results of Clements & Perner (1994). According to Southgate et al.
(2007), these different results are due to the fact that Clements & Perner (1994)’s experiment still
included a verbal element: in order to maximize the frequency of anticipatory looking at one of the mouse
holes, the investigator said aloud, ‘I wonder where Sam is going to look?’ before asking the question.
Southgate et al. (2007) argue that this primed 2-year-old infants to look at the incorrect location. In their
own study, they removed the verbal element from the design and used an eye-tracker to measure
anticipatory looking in 25-month-olds. The infants observed how a protagonist witnesses a puppet bear
that hides a ball in one of two boxes. Then the protagonist becomes distracted and turns away from the
scene. Meanwhile, the bear removes the ball from its original hiding location. Southgate et al. (2007)
found that most 25-month-olds correctly anticipated the protagonist’s behavior and looked at the location
where she falsely believed the ball to be hidden.
Other implicit FBTs indicate that infants do not only understand false beliefs about locations, but also
about number, identity, and other properties (He & Baillargeon 2007, Scott & Baillargeon 2009, Scott et
al., 2007, Song & Baillargeon 2008). These findings suggest that, contrary to what the results of explicit
FBTs suggest, false belief understanding may already be present by the age of 13-18 months (see
Baillargeon et al. 2010, Poulin-Dubois et al. 2009 for reviews) and perhaps even earlier (e.g., Kovács et
al. 2010).

3.

The Developmental Paradox of False Belief Understanding: Two Recent Solutions

Whether or not these findings should be interpreted under the heading of false belief understanding has
been a weighty topic of discussion (Perner & Ruffman 2005; Ruffman & Perner 2005; Csibra & Southgate
2006; Sirois & Jackson 2007; Herschbach 2008). The issue is important because an early onset of false
belief understanding during the first year suggests that the core principles of our Theory of Mind are
largely part of our biological inheritance, whereas an onset at four years makes it more plausible that
Theory of Mind is influenced by cultural processes and closely tied to language acquisition.
If false belief understanding already emerges during the second year of life, then the crucial question
is why 3-year-old children consistently fail the explicit false belief task (Wellman et al. 2001), even when
paradigms are used that reduce response selection and inhibition demands (e.g., Call & Tomasello 1999;
Sodian et al. 2006). This is what we call the ‘developmental paradox’ of false belief understanding.
Most participants in the debate agree that there is no simple solution to the developmental paradox.
Some of them have argued that we need two different systems to account for the intricacies of false belief
development (e.g., Call & Tomasello 2008, Penn et al. 2008). Apperly & Butterfill (2009), for example,
propose that the findings on implicit and explicit false belief understanding are best explained by
respectively an early ‘Minimal’ Theory of Mind, which is cognitively efficient but limited and inflexible, and
a flexible but cognitively very demanding full-blown Theory of Mind. Moreover, they offer an interpretation
of infants’ performance on the implicit FBT in terms of ‘belief-like’ states rather than full-blown beliefs. On
Apperly & Butterfill’s interpretation, infants are sensitive to the agent’s belief only insofar as they register

the object. First, however, Apperly & Butterfill explain the simpler notion of encountering. Encountering is
defined as ‘a relation between an individual, an object and a location, such that the relation obtains when
the object is in the individual’s field’ (p. 962). A field is defined, simply, as a certain region of space
around the individual. Building on this, registering is defined as a slightly more complex psychological
relation that obtains between an individual, an object and a location. An individual is said to register an
object at a location when (a) she encounters the object at the location and (b) has not since encountered
it somewhere else. A registering is off target when the object registered is not located where it is
registered to be. The importance of the concept lies in the connections to actions: ‘One can understand
registration as an enabling condition for action, so that registering an object and location enables one to
act on it later […] Further, registration also can be understood as determining which location an individual
will direct their actions to when attempting to act on that object’ (962). Tracking an agent’s registration of
something does not require sensitivity to her mental states as propositional attitudes – which only comes
with a full-blown Theory of Mind.
Apperly & Butterfill’s (2009) proposal seems to provide us with a promising way to explain the
different forms of false belief understanding. However, it also raises an important question: how are the
two Theory of Mind systems (functionally) related? One possibility is that there is no direct interaction
between the early-developing and later-developing Theory of Mind systems. Apperly & Butterfill (2009)
think this assumption is supported by the afore-mentioned findings of Clements & Perner (1994) and
Southgate et al. (2007). For they show that infants correctly anticipate the action of another agent in
terms of looking behavior, even when they respond incorrectly when asked to make an explicit prediction
about the agent’s future action. Apperly & Butterfill (2009) claim that these results are consistent with the
possibility that an early-developing Theory of Mind system for tracking belief-like states is guiding
children’s eye movements and a later-developing Theory of Mind system underlies children’s explicit
judgments about beliefs.
The claim that there is no interaction between the two systems at all strikes us as implausible,
however. For this would imply that our full-blown Theory of Mind system remains invisible during the first
years of development and suddenly becomes fully operational at age four. At least we would expect to
see precursors to such a Theory of Mind system that contribute to the system’s functioning. For example,
although Baron-Cohen’s (1995) Theory of Mind Mechanism can be understood as a separate, latedeveloping mechanism, it depends on and receives input from the earlier developing Intentionality
Detector, Eye-Direction Detector, and Shared Attention Mechanism.
Moreover, recent studies (e.g., Aschersleben et al. 2008, Sodian et al. forthcoming) indicate that the
set of specific competencies required for the implicit FBT (e.g., looking-time patterns, eye-direction
detecting, etc.) actually predicts performance on the explicit FBT. While this does not imply that there has
to be interaction ‘all the way down’ or ‘all the way up’ between the two ToM systems, it seems to us that a
complete theoretical account has to explain not only the dissociations but also the continuations in the
development of false belief understanding. Therefore, we shall assume that the later-developing,
cognitively more demanding ToM system depends, at least to some extent, on the early minimal ToM
system for its operation (cf. Csibra & Gergely, 1998; Russell, 2007; Surian et al., 2007).
Baillargeon et al. (2010) have recently proposed a different solution to the developmental paradox.
According to their proposal, infants come equipped with a psychological reasoning system that consists of
two subsystems: sub-system 1 and sub-system 2. Sub-system 1 enables infants to attribute both
motivational states and reality-congruent informational states to other agents, and is well in place by the
end of the first year. Motivational states are defined as states that specify the agent’s motivation in the
scene and include goals and dispositions. Reality-congruent informational states, by contrast, specify
what knowledge or accurate information the agent possesses about the scene. Sub-system 2 deals with

reality-incongruent informational states, i.e. false beliefs, and becomes operational in the second year of
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life.
Baillargeon et al. (2010) argue that the developmental paradox of false belief understanding can be
solved by means of a careful analysis of the task-requirements of explicit and implicit FBTs. They claim
that, whereas the implicit FBT only involves (i) a process of false belief representation, the explicit FBT
also requires (ii) a response selection process (when asked the test question, children must access their
representation of the agent’s false belief to select a response) and (iii) a response-inhibition process
(when selecting a response, children must inhibit any prepotent tendency to answer the test question
based on their own knowledge (see also Scott and Baillargeon 2009).
What is problematic about Baillargeon et al. (2010)’s solution is that it seems arbitrary to argue that
the implicit FBT only involves false belief representation, whereas its explicit counterpart also require
selection processing and response-inhibition. If we accept that the implicit FBT involves false belief
representation, then it is not clear why it does not require selection processing and response-inhibition as
well. For infants still have to select a false belief among other beliefs, and in order to do so they have to
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inhibit their default attribution of true beliefs. And if this is correct, then it does not work to argue that the
failure on the explicit FBT is due to the joint activation of false-belief-representation processes and
response-selection processes, which ‘overwhelms’ the child’s limited information-processing resources,
and/or the fact that the neural connections between the brain regions that serve these two processes are
still immature and inefficient in early childhood.
In other words, whereas Apperly & Butterfill (2009) ignore questions about the interaction between
the two systems involved in false belief understanding, Baillargeon et al. (2010) seem to lack the
conceptual resources to adequately explain the differences between implicit and explicit forms of false
belief understanding.

4.

Some Requirements for a Dual-system Account of False Belief Understanding

Most accounts of explicit false belief understanding assume that infants have a default tendency to
attribute their own (true) beliefs to other agents (e.g. Leslie et al. 2004) or to respond on the basis of their
own knowledge (Birch & Bloom 2007; Carlson & Moses 2001). In order to pass the explicit FBT, infants
have to be capable of taking ‘offline’ (i.e. inhibiting) their own reality-congruent perspective.
According to Baillargeon et al. (2010), as we saw in the previous section, the ability for offline
processing is precisely what constitutes the difference in task demands between the implicit and explicit
FBT. However, this seems to ignore the fact that the implicit FBT involves offline processing as well, albeit
it of a less demanding kind. Take the ‘violation-of-expectation’ study by Onishi & Baillargeon (2005), for
example (see section 2). Although this experiment does not require infants to deal explicitly with
differences in belief, it does require them to process differences between the visual information available
to themselves and the visual information available to the other agent. This can only be accomplished
offline, since the other’s visual information is not directly available to the infant and needs to be
represented by her. Therefore, already the implicit FBT involves a capacity for decoupling from one’s
own online processing of visual information and processing offline a representation of the visual
information accessible to another agent. Yet, the role of decoupling and offline processing in this study is
still limited. The infant largely relies on online visual information, and only has to process offline the other
1

This proposal is an extension of Leslie’s (1994) view that the ToMM (Theory of Mind Mechanism)
consists of two subsystems: sub-system 1, which is available from 6 to 8 months of age and allows for the
processing goal-directed actions, and sub-system 2, which is available from approximately 18 months of
age and generates propositional attitude representations.
2
Baillargeon et al. (2010) assume that infants by default attribute true beliefs to other agents.

agent’s representation of the location of a single object. More difficult versions of the implicit FBT place
stronger demands on offline processing. For instance, Song & Baillargeon (2008) conducted an
experiment in which infants had to represent the visual representation of another agent with respect to
both the location and the identity of two objects. Among implicit FBTs, we can thus distinguish between
more or less demanding versions requiring more or less decoupling.
The above analysis shows that postulating a single sub-system, such as Baillargeon et al.
(2010)’s sub-system 2, fails to explain the differences between implicit and explicit forms of false belief
3
understanding. This is because both implicit and explicit false belief understanding seem to require a
three-step inhibition-selection-representation mechanism. Thus, an additional system is needed to explain
why young infants already have an implicit understanding of false belief, but consistently fail tests
assessing explicit false belief understanding. At the same time, contrary to what Apperly & Butterfill
(2009) claim, this alternative dual-system account also has to say something about how the two systems
interact throughout the development of false belief understanding.
In order to determine what is required of such a dual-system account it pays to consider an early
dual-system view proposed by Alan Leslie. According to this view, explicit false belief understanding
depends on (i) a Theory of Mind Mechanism, and (ii) a Selection Processing System. The Theory of Mind
Mechanism contains the basic meta-representational concept of belief (as well as the concept of desire
and pretense) and provides the infants with an early intentional insight into the behavior of others. Leslie
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assumes that infants have a default strategy of attributing their own true belief to others. In order to pass
the explicit FBT, they must learn to inhibit or override this default strategy, and select the content of the
other agent’s false belief. Leslie argues that both processes are handled by the Selection Processing
System. The job of this system is essentially to ‘inhibit competing possible contents for the belief’ (Scholl
& Leslie 1999, p. 147). Moreover, ‘to infer the content of somebody's belief when that content is false, SP
is required to select among the possible contents that ToMM makes available’ (ibid.). However, since the
Selection Processing system matures later than the Theory of Mind Mechanism (which is innate), the
infant fails the false belief task until the Selection Processing system is in place. ‘The developing
performance on false-belief tasks, on this view, reflects not a developing ToMM, but a developing SP’
(ibid., p.149).
Is such a ToMM/SP dual-system view able to account for implicit forms of false belief understanding?
Interestingly, Leslie (2005) does mention the findings by Onishi & Baillargeon (2005). He claims that they
‘underline the early role of ToMM as a core mechanism of attention, identifying learning opportunities as
expectations are violated and directing attention to relevant sources of information’ (p.532). According to
Leslie, the experiment by Onishi & Baillargeon (2005) and others reflect a very early understanding of
false belief, which means that SP is already operational in infants of 15 months. However, if this is true,
then the whole idea that infants use a default attribution strategy before they pass the explicit FBT
becomes problematic. For it means that SP initially provides infants with an early implicit understanding of
false belief, then, at a later point of development, exchanges this for a default attribution strategy (despite
the fact that the infant already has an understanding of the difference between true and false belief), only
to reinstall an explicit form of false belief understanding around the age of four. Nevertheless, Leslie
(2005) does seem to follow this line of thought, for he speculates that ‘sometime between 15 and 30
months, SP learns to make the true-belief attribution the default’ (p.532).
3

Although Baillargeon et al. (2010) postulate two sub-systems, only one of them (sub-system 2) is used
to explain the difference between implicit and explicit false belief understanding.
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Leslie (2000) explains the importance of default belief attribution as follows: 'it is useful to understand
why belief attribution has a default bias. If desires set an agent's goals, beliefs inform the agent about the
state of the world. A belief that misinforms an agent is a useless, even a dangerous thing: beliefs ought to
be true. Therefore, the optimal default strategy for the belief attributer is to assume that an agent's beliefs
are true.’ (p.1242)

This is puzzling. Why would SP make true-belief attribution the default when infants already have an
understanding of false belief, especially given the fact that it has to be overridden again at a later stage of
development? The problem here seems to be that Leslie tries to explain the development of false belief
understanding completely in terms of the development of a single Selection Processing System, much
like Baillargeon et al. (2010) try to explain it completely in terms of the inhibition-selection-representation
processes enabled by sub-system 2.
We think that what is needed instead is a more dynamic view of the concepts our Theory of Mind
Mechanism makes available and how they unfold throughout ontogeny (in close interaction with an
inhibition-selection-representation mechanism). This is not per se incompatible with the idea of innate
mental state concepts. Spaulding (2010), for example, maintains that innate mental state concepts are
not necessarily ‘robust’ (p.127). She contrasts robust mental states, typified by propositional attitudes
such as belief, with ‘sub-doxastic’ mental states (p.123) that do not possess truth-evaluable, propositional
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content.
This suggestion is very much in line with recent proposals that emphasize the need to get away from
the standard folk psychological concepts of belief and desire when it comes to explaining early sociocognitive capacities such as those recruited for implicit false belief understanding. These proposals range
from the postulation of a Naïve, Weak, or Minimal Theory of Mind, i.e., one lacking paradigm folk
psychological concepts (Bogdan 2009, Tomasello et al. 2003, Apperly & Butterfill 2009), Perceptual
Mindreading (Bermúdez 2009), or an Early Mindreading System (Nichols & Stich 2003).
We already mentioned Apperly & Butterfill’s (2009) proposal of an early-developing Minimal Theory of
Mind, which enables infants to track belief-like states and guides their eye movements. In a similar vein
Bogdan (2009) postulates the existence of a Naïve Theory of Mind which has ‘the primary function of
registering and representing another mind’s relations to the world’ (p.63). Naïve Theory of Mind is best
understood as an assembled cluster of abilities that enables the grasping and representing of the mental
states of others, specifically - gazing, seeing, and emoting. Bogdan (2009) proposes that infants slowly
move from initially noticing such things as another’s direction of gaze, bodily posture or movement in
purely behavioral ways to being able to track, register, or represent the target of the purposed aboutness
of another’s attending (2009, p.71).
Like Apperly & Butterfill’s (2009) ‘encountering’ and ‘registering’, however, it is not clear whether this
notion is sufficiently fine-grained to properly explain the different abilities involved in various forms of false
belief understanding. Bogdan (2009) explains ‘purposed aboutness’ as a kind of goal-directed
intentionality that is recognizably expressed in the way that organisms respond to aspects of their
immediate environment - showing (1) relatedness to a target; (2) the direction of this relatedness; and (3)
the target itself. But such an explanation is too general and fails to capture important differences between
the abilities required for false belief understanding. Consider Southgate et al. (2007), for example, who
employed an eye-tracker to measure anticipatory looking in 25-month-olds. In the experiment, infants
observed how a protagonist witnesses a puppet bear that hides a ball in one of two boxes. Then the
protagonist becomes distracted and turns away from the scene. Meanwhile, the bear removes the ball
from its original hiding location. Southgate et al. (2007) found that most 25-month-olds correctly
anticipated the protagonist’s behavior and looked at the location where she falsely believed the ball to be
hidden. Like the ‘violation-of-expectation’ study by Onishi & Baillargeon (2005), this experiment requires
infants to process differences between the visual information available to themselves and the visual
information available to the protagonist. Since the latter is not directly available, it has to be represented
by the infant. In this scenario, an understanding of the agent’s purposed aboutness comes down to being
able to anticipate her behavior on the basis of her perception of a given object in the previous scene.
Now take a different experiment by Luo & Baillargeon (2005). This study showed that infants of 5
months old, after watching an agent repeatedly reach for object A as opposed to object B, registered the
5

See Stich (1978) for the origins of this distinction.

‘purposed aboutness’ (i.e. preference) of this agent for object A over object B. When the objects’ positions
were reversed, infants expected the agent to reach for object A in its new position, and they looked
reliably longer if the agent reached for object B instead. What is important is that in this experiment, unlike
the one by Southgate et al. (2007), infants did not need to process perceptual incongruencies between
their visual perspective and that of the other agent. Both infant and agent perceived the same object, and
the infant does not need to represent the reality-incongruent informational state of another agent. In this
experiment, understanding purposed aboutness means being able to anticipate the behavior of another
agent on the basis of her movements towards the object.
Both behavior-anticipation strategies depend on different abilities, and although both emerge in the
first year of life, they have a different developmental onset. Visual habituation studies indicate that infants
are already capable of understanding another agent’s goal-directed movement towards an object from 5
months onwards (e.g., Biro & Leslie, 2007; Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Woodward, 1998, 2005). Importantly,
they do not selectively attend to goals for events involving inanimate objects, such as rods or claws
(Woodward, 1998), or for events in which the agent’s hand is disguised by a metallic glove (Guajardo &
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Woodward, 2004). Understanding another’s agent goal-directed perception emerges later in
development. In an experiment by Woodward (2003), for example, 7- and 9-month-old infants followed an
agent’s gaze and when they saw the agent look at and grasp a toy, they not only looked at that toy, but
also selectively registered the directedness of the agent towards the toy. However, when the infants only
saw the agent look at the object but not touch it, they failed to register this directedness. Infants of 12
months, in contrast, were capable of registering the agent’s directedness towards the toy solely on the
basis of her gaze. Other studies also indicate that it is only towards the end of the first year that infants
become capable of registering more abstract (or ‘distal’) goal-directed behaviors such as looking and
pointing (Phillips et al. 2002, Sodian & Thoermer 2004, Woodward 2003, 2005, Woodward & Guajardo
2002).
This shows that the concept of purposed aboutness is not fine-grained enough to capture the different
abilities recruited in the various implicit FBTs. The same seems to hold for the notions of ‘encountering’
and ‘registering’ proposed by Apperly & Butterfill (2009). Of course, this is not a principled objection
against these positions. Rather, it should be seen as an incentive to develop a more sophisticated
conceptual vocabulary to do justice to the empirical findings on false belief understanding.
Ideally, this conceptual vocabulary should be sufficiently flexible to account for two important
developmental interactions, namely, (i) between the infant’s own action towards an object and her
subsequent perception of another agent’s goal-directed behavior towards the object, and (ii) between the
infant’s perception of another agent’s goal-directed behavior towards an object and her own perception of
the object.
With respect to (i): a study by Sommerville et al. (2005) demonstrated that even 3-month-olds focus
on the relation between an actor and her goal if they reached (and not just watched) for a toy before
observing another agent grasping it. The more they themselves were engaged in object-directed contact
with the toys, the more sensitive they were to the agent goal-directed behavior. More recently,
Sommerville et al. (2008) also found that 10-month-old infants who received active training in pulling a
cane to retrieve a toy subsequently registered another person’s cane-pulling actions as goal-directed
behavior, while infants who underwent observational training were unable to do this.
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Early visual habituation experiments showed that infants did not register the goals of inanimate objects
(Woodward 1998, Guajardo & Woodward, 2004). Recent findings, however, suggest that infants do
sometimes perceive inanimate entities as goal-directed agents (Biro & Leslie, 2007; Csibra, 2008;
Johnson et al. 2001; Kuhlmeier et al. 2003; Mahajan & Woodward 2009; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005;
Shimizu & Johnson, 2004). This seems to depend on the availability of additional cues (e.g. self-propelled
motion) indicating the animacy of the agent. The current debate is mainly concerned with the range of
cues that might contribute to the infants’ goal understanding (cf. Biro & Leslie, 2007).

With respect to (ii): it has been shown that behavioral cues (Biro et al. 2007, Biro & Leslie 2007),
infant-directed talk and eye-contact induce gaze-following towards specific objects (Senju & Csibra 2008),
and the use of specific linguistic labels increases the salience of objects over others (Xu 2002, Xu et al.
2004). Other experiments suggest that reaching behavior promotes the infant’s perception of the
spatiotemporal properties of the object of interest, whereas pointing behavior promotes the surface
properties of the object (e.g., Csibra & Gergely 2006).
This raises important questions about how the infant’s own action informs her perception of goaldirected behavior and vice versa. Some have proposed that the actions of infants and their perceptions of
the actions of others are by a cross-modal system that translates action and perception into a unified
‘language’. Georgieff & Jeannerod (1998) proposed the term ‘shared representation’ in order to articulate
the idea that action and perception might essentially share the same representational space. This
possibility is compatible with the findings of mirror neurons – neurons that fire during both action
production and action perception (e.g., Rizzolatti & Craighero 2004, Rizzolatti et al. 2006). It has been
argued that these mirrors show a ‘human bias’, in the sense that they resonate stronger with perceived
actions of human versus non-human agents (Press et al. 2007, Tsai et al. 2008). This link between
perception and action has also been found in early infancy (Kanakogi & Itakura 2010), and research on
newborn imitation has been cited as evidence for an inherited mirror neuron system that underlies
imitative behavior in human infants (e.g., Iacoboni et al.1999; Decety et al. 2002; Grezes et al. 2003;
Iacoboni 2005; Iacoboni & Depretto 2006). However, there are many open questions about the existence
of such a system in infants and its role in infant development (Gerson & Woodward in press; Meltzoff
2006). Moreover, there are also methodological doubts (Hickok 2009) and experiments that fail to report
mirror neuron activity (Lingnau et al. 2009).
Therefore, it should be emphasized that mirror neurons are just one way of getting at the more
general idea that action production and action perception can be understood in terms of shared
representations. There are other grounds for supporting this idea as well, e.g. on the basis of proposals
about action coding (e.g., Elsner & Hommel 2001, Prinz 2002) or findings from developmental studies
(Meltzoff 2004, 2006; Meltzoff & Moore 1977, 1994; Meltzoff & Brooks 2001).

5.

False Belief Understanding as Progressive Decoupling

What is attractive about shared representations is that they explain how perception and action are
dynamically co-constituted in what Gallese (2001) calls the primordial ‘we space'. However, this also
gives rise to an important question about the registration of agency. How are the mechanisms that
facilitate shared representations able to differentiate situations in which infants observe the goal-directed
behavior of another agent from those in which they perform the same action themselves – such as those
in the studies by Sommerville et al. (2005, 2008)? This is a serious problem for those who appeal to
mirror neurons in their explanation of action understanding. Since both conditions activate the same
cortical ‘mirror’ sectors, an additional mechanism is needed to determine whether the infants performs or
observes the action. More in general, it can be seen a problem for proponents of a version of Simulation
Theory. The question is, as Gordon (1986) puts it, how infants manage to make ‘adjustments for the
relevant differences’ while avoiding ‘total projection’.
Although we think this is indeed an important problem, it should not be overstated. To start with,
researchers have proposed various solutions to address this issue. According to one proposal, shared
representations are neither first- or third-person. The infant’s observation of goal-direct behavior triggers
the activation of so-called ‘naked representations’. The idea is that mirror neurons encode the
sensorimotor and perceptual properties of goal-directed behavior (either perceived or produced) in a
shared representational format, but do not register the agent behind the action (deVignemont 2004;
Jeannerod & Pacherie 2004; Gallese 2005; Hurley 2008). This is done in a second step by an additional

mechanism. Georgieff & Jeannerod (1998), for example, have argued that this process might be taken
care of by a ‘Who’ mechanism. Evidence for this mechanism comes from experiments showing a
differential activation in the posterior insula when the subject took the role of agent, and in the right
inferior parietal cortex when it took the role of observer (Farrer et al. 2003; Farrer & Frith 2002; Ruby &
Decety 2001).
We are not committed to one of these more specific proposals. We merely mention them in order to
make clear that the question of self-other differentiation is mainly problematic for those aiming to explain
action understanding solely in terms of mirror neuron processes – like Iacoboni or Gallese. But this is
certainly not a position that we wish to defend. In fact, we think the more interesting question for those
who subscribe to shared representations is precisely what additional mechanisms are required to explain
the differentiation between self and other. This is not only necessary to account for instances of imitative
behavior, which is central to most experiments on mirror neurons (cf. Iacoboni 2005), but also action
emulation (i.e. achieving the same goal by different means), and cases in which agents actually do the
opposite of the observed behavior.
Given our current focus on the development of false belief understanding, we are primarily interested
in those situations in which infants are sensitive to the reality-incongruent informational states of other
agents (i.e. their false beliefs). Instead of opting for ‘naked representations’, however, we shall follow
other researchers (e.g., Leslie et al. 2004, Birch & Bloom 2007; Carlson & Moses 2001) in assuming that
infants simply have a tendency to attribute their own representational states to other agents. Thus, we
agree with Goldman (2006) that infants’ default procedure is to project their own basic concepts onto
others.
In section 3, we criticized Baillargeon et al. (2010) for explaining the difference between implicit and
explicit false belief understanding in terms of a single inhibition-selection-representation mechanism.
More in particular, we suggested that implicit false belief understanding may involve selection processing
and response-inhibition as well. This is because infants still have to select a reality-incongruent
informational state, and in order to do so they have to inhibit their default tendency to attribute a realitycongruent informational state. In what follows we will explain this proposal in more detail.
Our starting point is Baillargeon et al. (2010)’s notion of a reality-congruent informational state, i.e.
an informational state represented on the basis of the infant’s own perspective on the scene. We think
this notion has potential when it comes to explaining the development of false belief understanding, but it
needs to be specified in more detail – in particular in relation to the infant’s mode of perspective taking.
Furthermore, in line with other dual-system accounts, we postulate two systems in order to account for
the development of false belief understanding: (a) an inhibition-selection-representation system, or
‘ISRS’, and (b) a default attribution mechanism that is responsible for the default attribution of realitycongruent informational states, or ‘DAM’. Central to our proposal is the idea that ISRS, like Leslie’s
Selection Processing system, functions as a ‘de-coupling’ mechanism. In our model, however, ISRS is not
responsible for decoupling false beliefs. Rather, it decouples different kinds of reality-congruent
informational states.
We propose that there are three ways in which ISRS facilitates the decoupling of reality-congruent
informational states, thus allowing infants to understand the reality-incongruent information states of other
agents instead. In the first place, ISRS can decouple a reality-congruent informational state by inhibiting
its sensorimotor properties. The basic idea is that infants by default register reality-congruent
informational states on the basis of their own sensorimotor perspective, i.e. their own (intended)
movements towards the object. It has been hypothesized that this underlies infants’ ability to anticipate
the consequences of their own behavior: the brain generates motor-simulations of intended movements
by sending efference copies through a forward control mechanism in order to compare them with an
ongoing movement to predict its success (e.g., Frith et al. 2000, Blakemore et al. 2002, Blakemore & Frith
2003). In order to understand the goal-directed behavior of another agent (i.e. her movement towards the
object), three ISRS sub-processes are required: (i) a response inhibition process (infants have to inhibit

their own sensorimotor perspective, (ii) a response selection process (infants have to select the
sensorimotor perspective of the other agent), and (iii) a representation process (infants have to represent
a reality-incongruent informational state that is informed by the other agent’s sensorimotor perspective).
This first-order mode of decoupling reality-congruent informational states allows us to explain what
happens in experiments like the one by Luo & Baillargeon (2005), where infants are able to anticipate the
behavior of another agent on the basis of his or her movement towards the object.
One might wonder how the infant is able to select and represent the sensorimotor perspective of
another agent. This is precisely where we think the notion of shared representation could play an
important role: the infant’s perception of the agent’s goal-directed behavior in the familiarization trials
leads to ‘shared resonance’, and provides the infant with the sensorimotor information required to execute
the observed action. During the test trial, the infant has to select and represent a reality-incongruent
informational state on the basis of this sensorimotor information.
Secondly, ISRS can also decouple a reality-congruent informational state by inhibiting the infant’s
perceptual perspective. Our assumption is here that infants by default register reality-congruent
informational states on the basis of their own perception of the object. In order to anticipate another
agents’ behavior on the basis of their visual perspective (i.e., what they can or cannot see), the infant has
to take offline its own perceptual perspective. This second-order mode of decoupling again involves three
ISRS processes: inhibition, selection and representation.
Now we are in the position to explain what happens in implicit false belief experiments, which show
that infants are able to anticipate the behavior of another agent on the basis of his or her perception of the
object. Consider again the Southgate et al. (2007) experiment, which showed that 25-month-olds
correctly anticipated the behavior of a protagonist with a false belief about the location of a ball. According
to our model, in order to anticipate the behavior of the agent on the basis of her visual perspective (i.e.,
what the agent saw in the previous scene) the infant has to inhibit its own perceptual perspective, and
represent the perceptual perspective of the other agent instead.
Finally, the ISRS allows infants to decouple a reality-congruent informational state by inhibiting its
cognitive perspective. Before they acquire linguistic competence, infants are already capable of
representing certain proximal goal-directed actions as informational states with a means-end structure.
This provides them with a basic understanding of the ‘in-order-to’ relations that are characteristic for goaldirected behavior, e.g., the agent reaches out in order to grasp the object. What is important about
linguistic symbols is that they allow infants to (re)configure informational states in much more complex ‘inorder-to’ relations, thereby enabling an increasingly sophisticated typing of the distal goal-directed actions
of other agents. Our use of the terms ‘perceptual perspective’ and ‘cognitive perspective’ is meant to
illustrate precisely this difference between perceiving and/or representing proximal versus more distal
goal-directed actions.
This last ability is an important requirement for the explicit FBT. For this task requires infants to deal
with rather abstract experimental scenarios, i.e. stories or pictures instead of the interacting real-life
agents and objects that feature in the implicit FBT. On our view, infants by default register what happens
in these scenarios on the basis of their own cognitive perspective. Now in order to verbally predict
another agents’ behavior on the basis of their cognitive perspective, the infant has to take offline its own
reality-congruent perspective. This third-order mode of decoupling again involves three ISRS processes:
inhibition, selection and representation.
This allows us to explain what happens in the explicit FBT, but it does not yet explain the
developmental paradox of false belief understanding, i.e. why infants have more difficulty with the explicit
false belief task vis-à-vis its implicit counterpart. Although we cannot offer a concrete solution to this
problem here, we do think there a number of options that should be further investigated. In the first place,
the explicit false belief task might simply be more difficult because it requires a much stronger form of
decoupling. Evidence suggests that explicit false belief understanding indeed places increasing demands
on executive functioning. For example, several studies have found robust correlations between explicit

FBT performance and response inhibition (e.g., Perner & Lang 1999, Cole & Mitchell 2000, Carlson &
Moses 2001) and working memory (Carlson et al. 2002, Hala et al. 2003, Perner et al. 2002).
However, it seems unlikely that this is the whole story. What studies such as the one by Southgate et
al. (2007) show is that especially verbal interaction between infant and experimenter crucially contributes
to the difficulty of the explicit FBT. Many experiments have found strong correlations between linguistic
competence and explicit FBT performance (Dunn et al. 1991, Astington & Jenkins 1999, Gale et al. 1996,
De Villiers & De Villiers 2000, Watson et al. 2002, Farrar & Maag 2002). There are several hypotheses
about why children have more difficulty with FBTs involving linguistic interaction. Some researchers
propose that children need to master its semantics (Moore et al. 1990), whereas others argue that what is
required is getting a handle on its syntactic structure (e.g., Hale & Tager-Flusberg 2003, Lohmann &
Tomasello 2003). We are not committed to one of these hypotheses in particular, but we like to point out
that they are not incompatible with the previous point about the stronger decoupling requirement. It is very
well possible that the explicit FBT requires a stronger form of decoupling precisely because it involves
language. An intriguing possibility is that infants fail the explicit false belief task because there is
something that interferes with the decoupling process, namely, their verbal interaction with the
experimenter. This requires further investigation, however.

6.

Closing Comments and Further Research

One of the strengths of the ISRS-DAM model presented in the previous section is that it does justice to
the developmental continuity of false belief understanding, and also gives a clear explanation of how the
interaction between the two sub-systems provides infants, at each stage of development, with more
advanced capacities to understand other agents. In this way, the model is able to avoid two serious
problems for dual-system accounts of false belief understanding, namely, (i) how these systems interact
and (ii) what this implies for their ontogenetic development (see section 3).
Of course there are several remaining issues that still need to be addressed. One important question
has to do with the role of shared representations in the infant’s ability to represent and understand
another agent’s visual and cognitive perspective. A second question concerns the role of inhibition in
decoupling reality-congruent informational states. We have argued that ISRS enables infants to inhibit
their own reality-congruent perspective in order to represent the reality-incongruent perspective of
another agent. But is this decoupling required for all instances in which infants register reality-incongruent
informational states? It seems plausible to assume that the amount of inhibition required diminishes as a
result of learning, and infants become increasingly skilled at switching between congruent and
incongruent perspectives in the long run.
The ISRS-DAM model also offers new directions for future research, for instance with respect to its
neurobiological implementation. An interesting idea is to understand DAM, which underlies the default
tendency to attribute reality-congruent informational states, as a simulation mechanism. Consequently, it
could be investigated to which extent DAM recruits the brain areas traditionally associated with the mirror
neuron system: the superior temporal sulcus, the inferior frontal cortex, and the rostral part of the inferior
parietal lobe (Iacoboni et al. 1999, 2005, Iacoboni & Dapretto 2006, Koski et al. 2002, 2003, Decety et al.
2002, Chaminade et al. 2005). The ISRS processes that enable the representation of reality-incongruent
informational states, by contrast, might be facilitated by a ‘mentalizing’ network, consisting of the anterior
cingulated cortex, the temporoparietal junction, the superior temporal sulcus and the temporal poles (Frith
& Frith 2003, Amodio & Frith 2006). Further research has to show whether it is possible to establish such
a link between DAM and the mirror neuron system, and ISRS and the mentalizing network.
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